Support Tools in the Workplace

**Model # WRS-01**

Workstation trolley with tool hook. Exclusive LABYRINTH hook design allows easy, safe tool attachment. No elusive secondary hook or tools required.

**Contents: One model**

**# WRS-01**

Trolley with hook for tool balancer. Balancer, shown attached, reduces effort by making tools weightless.

**8 MODELS AVAILABLE**

- **#WRS-02** Trolley with tool hook and hose connector
- **#FRT-04** Trolley for round cable or hose, 0.3" to 0.6" O.D.
- **#FRT-24** Trolley for two round cables or hoses, 0.3" to 0.6" O.D.
- **#FRT-05** Trolley for round cable or hose, 0.6" to 0.94" O.D.
- **#FRT-25** Trolley for two round cables or hoses, 0.6" to 0.94" O.D.
- **#FRT-06** Trolley for round cable or hose, 0.95" to 1.25" O.D.
- **#FFT-08** Trolley for flat cable to 2.1" wide.

**TYPICAL APPLICATIONS**

- Trolley with hook for tool balancer. Balancer, shown attached, reduces effort by making tools weightless.
- Trolley with hook and hose connector for controlling incoming hose and drop hose. Tool balancer attached.

Products to make your workplace more efficient and safe.

*Ask for FREE CATALOG.*